## M.Tech Programme
### Electrical Engineering- Power Control & Drives
#### Curriculum and Scheme of Examinations

### SEMESTER I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code No.</th>
<th>Name of Subject</th>
<th>Credits</th>
<th>Hrs / week</th>
<th>End Sem Exam (hours)</th>
<th>Marks</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMA 1002</td>
<td>Applied Mathematics</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40 60 100</td>
<td>Of the 40 marks of internal assessment, 25 marks for tests and 15 marks for assignments. End sem exam is conducted by the University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDC 1001</td>
<td>Power Coverters and Analysis</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40 60 100</td>
<td>Do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIC 1002</td>
<td>Advanced Signal Processing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40 60 100</td>
<td>Do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMC 1002</td>
<td>Modeling of Electrical Machines</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40 60 100</td>
<td>Do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDC 1002</td>
<td>Applications of Power Electronics in Power Systems</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40 60 100</td>
<td>Do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC 1003</td>
<td>Dynamics of Linear Systems</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40 60 100</td>
<td>Do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDC 1101</td>
<td>Power Electronics Lab</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100 - 100</td>
<td>No End Sem Examinations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDC 1102</td>
<td>Seminar</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100 - 100</td>
<td>Do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>360 800</td>
<td>7 Hours of Departmental assistance work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code No.</td>
<td>Name of Subject</td>
<td>Credits</td>
<td>Hrs / week</td>
<td>End Sem Exam (hours)</td>
<td>Marks</td>
<td>Remarks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDC 2001</td>
<td>Design Principles in Power Converters</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMC 2001</td>
<td>Electric Drives</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**</td>
<td>Stream Elective I</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**</td>
<td>Stream Elective II</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**</td>
<td>Department Elective</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC 2000</td>
<td>Research Methodology</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDC 2101</td>
<td>Drives &amp; Simulation Lab</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100 No End Sem Examinations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDC 2102</td>
<td>Seminar</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100 do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDC 2103</td>
<td>Thesis - Preliminary - Part I</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100 do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>360 900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the 40 marks of internal assessment, 25 marks for tests and 15 marks for assignments. End sem exam is conducted by the University.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EDE2001</td>
<td>Power Quality Assessment and Improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDE2002</td>
<td>Finite Element Methods of Electrical Machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDE2003</td>
<td>Power Electronics for Renewable Energy Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDE2004</td>
<td>Digital Simulation of Power Electronic Systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Stream Elective II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EDE2005</td>
<td>Power System Planning Operation &amp; Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDE2006</td>
<td>Microcontroller Applications in Power Electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDE2007</td>
<td>Optimization Techniques for Power Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Code</td>
<td>Course Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECD2001</td>
<td>Industrial Data Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECD2002</td>
<td>Process Control and Industrial Automation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECD2003</td>
<td>Soft Computing Techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECD2004</td>
<td>Embedded Systems and Real-time Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECD2005</td>
<td>Biomedical Instrumentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPD2001</td>
<td>New and Renewable Source of Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPD2002</td>
<td>SCADA System and Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMD2001</td>
<td>Electric and Hybrid Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDD2001</td>
<td>Power Electronics System Design using ICs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDD2002</td>
<td>Energy auditing conservation and Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDD2003</td>
<td>Advanced Power System Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDD2004</td>
<td>Industrial Automation Tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EID2001</td>
<td>Advanced Microprocessors and Microcontrollers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EID2002</td>
<td>Modern Power Converter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EID2003</td>
<td>Power Plant Instrumentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EID2004</td>
<td>Advanced Control System Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EID2005</td>
<td>Multivariable Control Theory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## SEMESTER III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code No.</th>
<th>Name of Subject</th>
<th>Credit</th>
<th>Hrs / week</th>
<th>End Sem Exam (hours)</th>
<th>Marks</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Continuous Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**</td>
<td>Stream Elective III</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**</td>
<td>Stream Elective IV</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**</td>
<td>Non- Dept. (Interdisciplinary) Elective</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDC 3101</td>
<td>Thesis – Preliminary – Part II</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td>320</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stream Elective III

EDE3001 Reactive Power Management in Power systems
EDE3002 Instrumentation for Power Electronics and Power Systems
EDE3003 Digital Controllers in Power Electronics
EDE3004 Power System Protection

Stream Elective IV

EDE3005 Control of Advanced Electrical Machines
EDE3006 Switched Mode Power Converters
EDE3007 FACTS and Custom Power Devices
EDE3008 Embedded Systems & FPGA based Systems Design
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code No</th>
<th>Subject Name</th>
<th>Credits</th>
<th>Hrs/week</th>
<th>Continuous Assessment</th>
<th>University Exam</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pre-requisites: Basic Course in Power Electronics

Structure of the Course

Lecture : 3 hrs/week  
Credits: 3  
Internal Continuous Assessment : 40 Marks  
End Semester Examination : 60 Marks

Course Objectives

1. To give in depth knowledge of the various power electronics circuits,  
2. Analyze the behaviour of the Power Electronic circuits.

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:  
1. Analyze the circuits and select them for the suitable applications.  
2. Understand the problems associated with the Power Electronic circuits.

Module 1

Controlled Rectifiers – Single phase and Three phase – fully controlled and semi controlled- Analysis with RL, RLE loads – Performance, Voltage conversion ratio, Effect of source impedance – power factor – Inversion mode of operation

Module 2


Module 3

Inverters: Performance analysis of voltage source inverter – PWM Techniques–Analysis of single pulse, multiple pulse modulation and sinusoidal pulse modulation - various harmonic elimination techniques.  
Current source inverters - Resonant inverters – series and parallel, concept of multi level inverters.
References


Structure of the Question paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper will consist of 60% Design problems and 40% Theory. There will be three questions from each module out of which two questions are to be answered by the students.
EIC1002 ADVANCED SIGNAL PROCESSING

Structure of the course
Lecture : 3 hrs/week  Credits: 3
Internal Continuous Assessment : 40 Marks
End Semester Examination : 60 Marks

Course Objective
To learn about DSP techniques.

Learning Outcomes
Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to apply signal processing strategies.

Module I

Module II

Module III
Time frequency analysis, the need for time frequency analysis, Time frequency distribution, Short time Fourier Transform, Wigner distribution. Multirate digital signal processing: Basic multirate operation (up sampling, down sampling), Efficient structures for decimation and interpolation, Decimation and interpolation with polyphase filters, Noninteger sampling rate conversion , Efficient multirate filtering Applications, Oversampled A/D and D/A converter. Introduction to Digital Signal Processors-Commercial DSP devices – TMS C240 processor and ADSP 2181 processor –Architecture – Addressing modes – Program control – Instruction and programming –Simple programs.
References


Structure of the Question paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper will consist of three questions from each module out of which two questions are to be answered by the students.
Structure of the course

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lecture</th>
<th>3 hrs/week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal Assessment</td>
<td>40 Marks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End semester Examination</td>
<td>60 Marks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Credits: 3

Course Objective

To develop the basic elements of generalized theory and to derive the general equations for voltage and torque of all type of rotating machines and to deal with their steady state and transient analysis.

Learning Outcome

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:

1. To analyse machine behaviour based on the voltage and torque equations of the machine.
2. To analyse the transient behaviour of machines.

Module I

Unified approach to the analysis of electrical machine performance - per unit system - basic two pole model of rotating machines- Primitive machine -special properties assigned to rotor windings - transformer and rotational voltages in the armature voltage and torque equations resistance, inductance and torque matrix. Transformations - passive linear transformation in machines- invariance of power - transformation from three phase to two phase and from rotating axes to stationary axes-Park's transformation

Module II

DC Machines: Application of generalized theory to separately excited, shunt, series and compound machines. Steady state and transient analysis, transfer functions. Sudden short circuit of separately excited generator, sudden application of inertia load to separately excited dc motor.
Synchronous Machines: synchronous machine reactance and time constants-Primitive machine model of synchronous machine with damper windings on both axes. Balanced steady state analysis-power angle curves. Transient analysis- sudden three phase short circuit at generator terminals - armature currents and torque. - Transient power angle curve

Module III

Induction Machines: Primitive machine representation- Steady state operation-Equivalent circuit-Double cage rotor representation - Equivalent circuit -Single phase induction motor- Voltage and Torque equations.

References

4. C. Concordia, ‘Synchronous Machines’.
5. M. G. Say, ‘Introduction to Unified Theory of Electrical Machines’
Structure of the question paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper contains three questions from each module out of which two questions are to be answered by the student.
Prerequisite: Basic course in Power Systems and Power Electronics

Structure of the Course

Lecture : 3 hrs/week Credits: 3
Internal Continuous Assessment : 40 Marks
End Semester Examination : 60 Marks

Course Objectives

1. To provide an extended knowledge of power electronic devices in power system
2. To understand the concept of FACTS devices
3. To familiarise the problems related to power quality

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be

1. Implementation of FACTS devices
2. Solve issues related to power quality

Module I

Steady state and dynamic problems in AC systems. Flexible AC transmission systems (FACTS). Principles of series and shunt compensation. Description of static VAR compensators (SVC), Thyristor Controlled series compensators (TCSC), Static phase shifters (SPS), Static condenser (STATCON), Static synchronous series compensator (SSSC) and Unified power flow controller (UPFC). Modelling and Analysis of FACTS controllers. Control strategies to improve system stability

Module II


Module III

References

8. D. N. Gaonkar, ‘*Distributed Generation*’, e-book

Structure of the question paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper contains three questions from each module out of which two questions are to be answered by the student.
ECC1003  DYNAMICS OF LINEAR SYSTEMS  3-0-0-3

Structure of the course
Lecture                        : 3 hrs/week
Internal Assessment             : 40 Marks
End semester Examination   : 60 Marks

Credits: 3

Course Objectives
1. To provide a strong foundation on classical and modern control theory.
2. To provide an insight into the role of controllers in a system.
3. To design compensators using classical methods.
4. To design controllers in the state space domain.
5. To impart an in depth knowledge in observer design.

Learning Outcomes
Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:
1. Analyse a given system and assess its performance.
2. Design a suitable compensator to meet the required specifications.
3. Design and tune PID controllers for a given system.
4. Realise a linear system in state space domain and to evaluate controllability and observability.
5. Design a controller and observer for a given system and evaluate its performance.

Module I
Design of feedback control systems- Approaches to system design-compensators-performance measures - cascade compensation networks-phase lead and lag compensator design using both Root locus and Bode plots-systems using integration networks, systems with pre-filter, PID controllers-effect of proportional, integral and derivative gains on system performance, PID tuning , integral windup and solutions.

Module II
Module III

Observers: Asymptotic observers for state measurement-open loop observer-closed loop observer-formulae for observer gain - implementation of the observer - full order and reduced order observers - separation principle - combined observer -controller – optimality criterion for choosing observer poles - direct transfer function design procedures - Design using polynomial equations - Direct analysis of the Diophantine equation.

MIMO systems: Introduction, controllability, observability, different companion forms.

References


Structure of the question paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper consists of at least 60% design problems and derivations. The question paper contains three questions from each module out of which two questions are to be answered by the student.
Structure of the course
Lecture : 2 hrs/week
Internal Assessment : 100 Marks.
End semester Examination : Nil

Course Objectives
1. Conduct experiments in hardware to test and verify design of power converters.
2. Use computer simulation software MATLAB/SIMULINK to test and verify design of power converters.
3. Document test results and develop engineering communications using reports

Learning Outcomes
1. To understand the basic principle of drive circuits
2. To analyze and design an AC/DC rectifier circuit.
3. To analyze and design DC/DC converter circuits.
4. To analyze and design DC/AC inverter circuits.
5. Get exposure to simulation tools using MATLAB/SIMULINK software

Experiments
1. Single phase, three phase Semi converters and Full converters
   a) R load
   b) RL load
   c) RLE (motor) load
2. DC-DC Choppers using self communicating Devices.
3. Single phase and three phase inverters using IGBTs
4. AC-AC voltage regulators
   a) Lamp load
   b) Motor load
2. Practical converter design considerations - Snubber design, gate and base drive circuits.
3. Generation of sine-PWM using analog circuits
4. Gate drive circuits for MOSFETs, IGBTs, Transient performance
5. MATLAB simulations on some of the above experiments
Structure of the Course

Seminar : 2 hrs/week  
Credits : 2  
Internal Continuous Assessment : 100 Marks

The student is expected to present a seminar in one of the current topics in Industrial Instrumentation and Control and related areas. The student will undertake a detailed study based on current journals, published papers, books, on the chosen subject and submit seminar report at the end of the semester.

Marks:  
Seminar Report Evaluation : 50  
Seminar Presentation : 50
Prerequisites: Basic Course in Power Electronics

Structure of the Course

Lecture : 3 hrs/week Credits: 3
Internal Continuous Assessment : 40 Marks
End Semester Examination : 60 Marks

Course Objectives

1. To know how to design various components in a circuit
2. Analyze the safety precautions needed while using various power devices.
3. To develop skill in designing filters

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able

1. Design the various components in a circuit.
2. Understand the safety requirements in using power devices.

Module I

Power circuit design, selection of power devices, losses, advanced thermal design, Typical examples based on dc-dc converters and bridge inverters.
Magnetics design based on area-product approach, inductors, transformers, design of current transformers.
Capacitors: types of capacitors used in PE, selection of capacitors, dc link capacitors in inverters and rectifiers, filter capacitors in dc-dc and inverter circuits, Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR) and Equivalent Series Inductance (ESL) in capacitors.

Module II

Parasitics and noise in PE: parasitics and their effects and tackling parasitics, leakage inductance and bus-bar inductance, Power circuit assembly, techniques in bus-bar design for medium and high power converters to minimise dc-bus loop inductance - idea of ground loops and their effects in converter operation.
Gate drive circuit design - precautions - popular gate drive circuits for MOSFETs, SCRs, BJTs and IGBTs. Gate drive ICs : Typical design using IC IR 2110, isolation, and techniques of isolation opto-isolator based gate drive design, pulse transformer based design (limitations and scope of each method).
Module III

References
4. AN-936, "Do's and Don'ts of using MOS gated transistors”, International Rectifiers
5. AN-944, "Use Gate Charge to Design the Gate Drive Circuit for Power MOSFETs and IGBTs", International Rectifiers

Structure of the question paper
For the end semester examination, the question paper contains three questions from each module out of which two questions are to be answered by the student.
Structure of the course

Lecture: 3 hrs/week  
Internal Assessment: 40 Marks  
End semester Examination: 60 Marks  

Credits: 3

Course Objective

The improvement in converters and development of new drive control strategies such as field oriented (vector) control of AC drives, sliding mode control, energy saving strategies etc provided an opportunity to bring about another revolution in drive technology and performance.

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:

1. Select a suitable drive for a particular application.
2. Analyse the steady state operation and dynamic behaviour of DC and AC drive systems.
3. Design and implement basic algorithms for speed control for DC and AC motors in all four quadrants.
4. Use the concepts learned to further explore and do research in advanced topics in electric drives.

Module I

Drive system mechanics – experimental determination of drive system inertia – Steady state characteristics of different types of motors and loads—Stability of drive systems  

Module-II


Space Vector Model of Induction motor: Concept of Space Vectors – Basic transformations in reference frame theory- Field Orientation Principle-indirect vector control.

CSI fed induction motor drives – features of high-power medium voltage drives.

Module-III


Speed Control of Trapezoidal EMF machines (Brushless DC motors)- Basic principles and Control schemes.
References
2. R. Krishnan, ‘Electric Motor Drives: Modelling, Analysis and Control’

Structure of the question paper
For the end semester examination, the question paper contains three questions from each module out of which two questions are to be answered by the student.
Prerequisite: Basic course in Power Systems

Structure of the Course

Lecture: 3 hrs/week  
Credits: 3

Internal Continuous Assessment: 40 Marks

End Semester Examination: 60 Marks

Course Objectives
To study principles and algorithms of digital relaying for protection of power systems.

Learning Outcomes
Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:

1. Understand various communication architectures and protocols in an embedded system
2. Understand capabilities of Embedded C and execute basic programs using it
3. Understand, Analyse RTOS features and apply them for real time applications

Module I

Power Quality: Need for power quality- general classes of power quality problems- transients- long duration voltage variations- short duration voltage variations- voltage imbalance- waveform distortions- voltage fluctuations- power acceptability curves

Sources of power quality issues: Poor load power factor- loads containing harmonics- notching in loads- unbalanced loads- disturbance in supply voltage.

Introduction to power quality standards and power quality monitoring- IEEE 1159-2009

Module II

Measurement and analysis of power quality indices: RMS voltage and current- distortion factors- distortion power- power factor- crest factors- telephone interference factor

Harmonic studies: Electric circuit analysis and power assessment under non sinusoidal conditions- symmetrical components- harmonic propagation studies in large network- Fourier analysis- FFT analysis- wavelet transforms.

Module III

Power Quality Solutions: Passive filters-reactive power compensation- shunt, series and hybrid active filters- instantaneous reactive power theory (IRPT) algorithm- Synchronous Detection (SD) algorithm- DC bus voltage algorithm- Synchronous Reference Frame (SRF) algorithm- AI based control algorithm-custom power devices
References

Structure of the Question Paper
For the end semester examination, the question paper consists of three questions from each module, out of which two are to be answered by the students.
Structure of the Course
Lecture: 3 hrs/ Week Credits: 3
Internal Continuous Assessment: 40 Marks
End Semester Examination: 60 Marks

Course Objective
1. To introduce the basics of Computer Aided Design technology for the design of Electrical Machines
2. To give a basic idea of the finite elements methods as applicable to electrical engineering
3. To apply for analyzing the performance of electrical machines.

Learning Outcomes
Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:
1. Learn the importance of computer aided design method.
2. Understand the basic electromagnetic field equations and the problem formulation for CAD applications.
3. Become familiar with Finite Element Method as applicable for Electrical Engineering.
4. Know the organization of a typical CAD package.
5. Apply Finite Element Method for the design of different Electrical apparatus

Module I

Module II

Module III
References


Structure of the Question Paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper consists of three questions from each module, out of which two are to be answered by the students.
Structure of the Course

Lecture : 3 hrs/week                Credits: 3
Internal Continuous Assessment : 40 Marks
End Semester Examination : 60 Marks

Course Objectives

1. To study the various renewable energy options.
2. To conduct qualitative study of power converters

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:

1. Understand technology behind green energy harnessing
2. Understand power electronic application to renewable
3. Undertake projects based on grid interconnected green power system.

Module I

Introduction: Environmental aspects of electric energy conversion: impacts of renewable energy generation on environment (cost-GHG Emission) - Qualitative study of different renewable energy resources: Solar, wind, ocean, Biomass, Fuel cell, Hydrogen energy systems and hybrid renewable energy systems.
Electrical machines for Renewable Energy conversion: Review of reference theory fundamentals-principle of operation and analysis: IG, PMSG, SCIG and DFIG.

Module II

Power converters - Solar: Block diagram of solar photovoltaic system -Principle of operation: line commutated converters (inversion-mode) - Boost and buck-boost converters- selection of inverter, battery sizing, array sizing.
Wind: three phase AC voltage controllers- AC-DC-AC converters: uncontrolled rectifiers, PWM Inverters, Grid Interactive Inverters - matrix converters.

Module III

Hybrid Renewable Energy systems - Need for Hybrid Systems- Analysis of Wind and PV systems - Stand alone operation of fixed and variable speed wind energy conversion systems and solar system-Grid connection Issues -Grid integrated PMSG and SCIG Based WECS-Grid Integrated solar system Range and type of Hybrid systems- Case studies of Wind-PV-Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT).
References


Structure of the Question Paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper consists of three questions from each module, out of which two are to be answered by the students.
Pre-requisites: Basic Course in Power Electronics.

Structure of the Course

Lecture: 3 hrs/week  
Credits: 3  
Internal Continuous Assessment: 40 Marks  
End Semester Examination : 60 Marks

Course Objectives

1. To give in depth knowledge of the various power electronics circuits,  
2. Analyze the behaviour of the Power Electronic circuits.

Learning Outcomes

After completing the course, the student should be able to:  

1. Analyze the circuits and select them for the suitable applications.  
2. Understand the problems associated with the Power Electronic circuits.

Module I


Module II


Module III

Micro Sim PSPICE A/D –Preparing a schematic for simulation –creating symbols-creating models-Analog behaviour Modelling –Setting up and Running analyses-viewing results-examples of power Electronic systems.
References

1. V. Rajagoplan, ‘Computer Aided Analysis of Power Electronic Systems’, Marcel Dekker, Inc

Structure of the Question Paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper consists of three questions from each module, out of which two are to be answered by the students.
Structure of the Course

Lecture : 3 hrs/week  
Credits: 3

Internal Continuous Assessment : 40 Marks

End Semester Examination : 60 Marks

Course Objectives

1. To get an in depth knowledge in planning and operation
2. Analyze the behaviour of the Power Electronic circuits.

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:

1. Analyze the circuits and select them for the suitable applications.
2. Understand the problems associated with the Power Electronic circuits.

Module I


Characteristics of power generation units: Characteristics of steam units, variation in steam unit characteristics, cogeneration. Plants, hydro electric units.

Module II

Economic dispatch of thermal units: Economic dispatch problem, thermal dispatching with network losses considered, Penalty factors, lambda iteration method, gradient method, Newtons method.

Dynamic programming, base point and participation factors. Economic dispatch vs. Unit commitment, constraints in unit commitment. Introduction to optimal power Flow, solution of optimal power flow by gradient method.


Module III

Generation control: Generator, prime mover, governor, tie line and load models, load frequency Control, load frequency and economic dispatch control, automatic voltage control, Load frequency control with generation rate constraints, decentralized control.

Interchange of power and energy: Economy interchange between inter connected utilities, inter utility economy. Energy evaluation, capacity interchange, diversity interchange, energy banking, Emergency power interchange, power pools, transmission effects and issues.
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Structure of the Question Paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper consists of three questions from each module, out of which two are to be answered by the students.
Structure of the Course

Lecture : 3 hrs/week  Credits: 3
Internal Continuous Assessment : 40 Marks
End Semester Examination : 60 Marks

Course Objectives

1. To understand how embedded devices can be used in the field of power electronics
2. To familiarize the operation of microcontrollers.

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:

1. Analyze different family of microcontroller
2. Implement microcontroller in various control schemes.

Module I

Evolution of microcontrollers: comparison between microprocessor and microcontroller, microcontroller development systems; overview on 8051, 8096 and PIC series microcontrollers.
Software blocks and applications: Application of 8051 controller to generate gating signal for converters and inverters.

Module II

Microcontrollers in Closed Loop Control Schemes: Importance of measurement and sensing in closed loop control, Measurement of voltage, current, speed, power and power factor using microprocessors, Per-unit representation of variables in digital domain, data representation in fixed point and floating point form, round-off errors- Implementation of P, PI and PID controllers using microprocessors.

Module III

Microcontroller Based Firing Scheme For Converters: Firing schemes for single phase and three phase rectifiers-3-phase AC choppers, Firing at variable frequency environments, Firing scheme for DC choppers, voltage and current commutation. Inverters, types of pulse width modulation techniques, their implementation. Using microcontrollers, application of these firing schemes to the control of DC drive, induction motors, synchronous motors and other special machines, Application in Electrical Traction.
Typical applications in the control of power electronic converters for power supplies and electric motor drives: Stepper motor control, DC motor control, AC motor control.
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Structure of the Question Paper
For the end semester examination, the question paper consists of three questions from each module, out of which two are to be answered by the students.
Structure of the Course

Lecture: 3 hrs/week  
Credits: 3

Internal Continuous Assessment: 40 Marks

End Semester Examination: 60 Marks

Prerequisites: Knowledge in matrix algebra and differential calculus

Course Objectives

1. Introduce methods of optimization to engineering students.
2. Maintain a balance between theory, numerical computation, and problem setup for solution by optimization software, and applications to engineering systems.
3. Be capable of determining which models are appropriate to use in practical situations.

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:

1. Master basic process, implementation and analysis of master genetic algorithm
2. Master the basic process implementation, analysis and applications of single-objective optimization algorithm
3. Grasp the focus on solutions for multi-objective optimization algorithm with constraints based on evolutionary strategies
4. Master the basic process implementation, analysis and applications of multi-objective optimization algorithm

Module I

Classification of optimization problems and applications-Basic concepts of design vectors-design constraints-constraint surface and objective function surfaces-formulation and solution of linear programming problem-Karmarker’s method-simplex method-two phase simplex method-duality theory, Duel simplex method-sensitivity analysis to linear programming problem-changes in constants of constraints-changes in cost coefficients-changes in the coefficients of constraints-addition of new variables and addition of new constraints

Module II

Introduction to Integer Programming methods


Module III


Basic concepts of Genetic algorithm based optimization
**References**


**Structure of the Question Paper**

For the end semester examination, the question paper consists of three questions from each module, out of which two are to be answered by the students.
Structure of the course

Lecture : 3 hrs/week
Internal Assessment : 40 Marks
End semester Examination : 60 Marks

Course objectives

1. To understand the basics of data networks and internetworking
2. To have adequate knowledge in various communication protocols
3. To study the industrial data networks

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:
1. Explain and analyse the principles and functionalities of various industrial Communication Protocols
2. Implement and analyse industrial Ethernet and wireless communication modules

Module I


Module II


Module III
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Structure of the Question Paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper consists of three questions from each module, out of which two are to be answered by the students.

Industrial Relevance of the Course

There is a serious shortage of industrial data communications and industrial IT engineers, technologists and technicians in the world. Only recently these new technologies have become a key component of modern plants, factories and offices. Businesses throughout the world comment on the difficulty in finding experienced industrial data communications and industrial IT experts, despite paying outstanding salaries. The interface from the traditional SCADA system to the web and SQL databases has also created a new need for expertise in these areas. Specialists in these areas are few and far between. The aim of this course is to provide students with core skills in working with industrial data Communications and industrial IT systems and to take advantage of the growing need by industry.
Structure of the course

Lecture : 3 hrs/week
Internal Assessment : 40 Marks
End semester Examination : 60 Marks

Course objectives

1. To provide an insight into process control.
2. To provide knowledge on the role of PID controllers in an industrial background.
3. To give an overview of the different control structures used in process control.
4. To give an in depth knowledge on industrial automation-SCADA and PLC.

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to
1. Model a process control system and analyse its performance.
2. Design and tune PID controllers for a system.
3. Recognise the need of each type of control structure used in industry.
4. Write simple ladder programs for simple industrial automation –case study.

Module I

Introduction to process dynamics: Physical examples of first order process-first order systems in series-dynamic behaviour of first and second order systems - Control valves and transmission lines, the dynamics and control of heat exchangers. Level control, flow control, dynamics, Stability and control of chemical reactors, Control modes: on-off, P, PL PD, PID, Controller tuning-Zeigler Nichols self tuning methods.

Module II


Module III

References
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Structure of the Question Paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper consists of three questions from each module, out of which two are to be answered by the students.
ECD2003  SOFT COMPUTING TECHNIQUES  3-0-0-3

Structure of the course
Lecture                 : 3 hrs/week  
Internal Assessment     : 40 Marks  
End semester Examination: 60 Marks  
Credits: 3

Course objectives
1. To provide concepts of soft computing and design controllers based on ANN and Fuzzy systems.
2. To identify systems using soft computing techniques.
3. To give an exposure to optimization using genetic algorithm.
4. To provide a knowledge on hybrid systems.

Learning Outcomes
Upon successful completion of the course, students will be able to:
1. Design a complete feedback system based on ANN or Fuzzy control.
2. Identify systems using soft computing techniques.
3. Use genetic algorithm to find optimal solution to a given problem.
4. Design systems by judiciously choosing hybrid techniques.

Module I
Neural network: Biological foundations - ANN models - Types of activation function - Introduction to Network architectures - Multi Layer Feed Forward Network (MLFFN) - Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN) - Recurring Neural Network (RNN).

Module II
Fuzzy sets: Fuzzy set operations - Properties - Membership functions, Fuzzy to crisp conversion, fuzzification and defuzzification methods, applications in engineering problems.
Fuzzy control systems: Introduction - simple fuzzy logic controllers with examples - Special forms of fuzzy logic models, classical fuzzy control problems, inverted pendulum, image processing, home heating system, Adaptive fuzzy systems.

Module III
Genetic Algorithm: Introduction - basic concepts, application.
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Structure of the Question Paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper consists three questions from each module, out of which two are to be answered by the students.
Structure of the course

Lecture : 3 hrs/week
Internal Assessment : 40 Marks
End semester Examination : 60 Marks

Credits: 3

Course objectives

1. To equip students for the development of an Embedded System for Control/ Guidance/ Power/Electrical Machines applications.
2. To make students capable of developing their own embedded controller for their applications

Learning outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to design and develop suitable embedded controller for any physical system and implement it in real-time.

Module I

Introduction to Embedded Systems: Embedded system definition, features. Current trends and Challenges, Real-time Systems. Hard and Soft, Predictable and Deterministic kernel, Scheduler. 8051-8 bit Microcontroller: Architecture, CPU Block Diagram, Memory management, Interrupts peripheral and addressing modes. ALP & Embedded C programming for 8051 based system-timer, watch dog timer, Analog & digital interfacing, serial communication. Introduction to TI MSP430 microcontrollers. Architecture, Programming and Case study/Project with popular 8/16/32 bit microcontrollers such as 8051, MSP 430, PIC or AVR.

Module II

High Performance RISC Architecture : ARM Processor Fundamentals, ARM Cortex M3 Architecture, ARM Instruction Set, Thumb Instructions, memory mapping, Registers, and programming model. Optimizing ARM assembly code. Exceptions & Interrupt handling. Introduction to open source development boards with ARM Cortex processors, such as Beagle Board, Panda board & leopard boards. Programming & porting of different OS to open source development boards.

Module III
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Structure of the Question Paper
For the end semester examination, the question paper consists of three questions from each module, out of which two are to be answered by the students.
Structure of the course
Lecture : 3 hrs/week
Internal Assessment : 40 Marks
End semester Examination : 60 Marks

Course objectives
To provide an introduction to the modern Biomedical instruments and systems, features and applications.

Learning outcome
Upon successful completion of this course, students will have insight into operation and maintenance of modern biomedical equipments used in clinical practice.

Module 1
Introduction to the physiology of cardiac, nervous, muscular and respiratory systems. Transducers and Electrodes. Different types of transducers and their selection for biomedical applications, Electrode theory. Different types of electrodes, reference electrodes, hydrogen, calomel, Ag-AgCl, pH electrode, selection criteria of electrodes.

Module II

Module III
References
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Prerequisite: Basic knowledge in electronic instrumentation

Structure of the Question Paper
For the end semester examination, the question paper consists of three questions from each module, out of which two are to be answered by the students.
Structure of the course
Lecture : 3 hrs/week
Internal Assessment : 40 Marks
End semester Examination : 60 Marks

Credits: 3

Learning Outcomes
Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to design and analyse the performance of small isolated renewable energy sources.

Course Objective
This subject provides sufficient knowledge about the promising new and renewable sources of energy so as to equip students capable of working with projects related to its aim to take up research work in connected areas

Module I
Direct solar energy-The sun as a perennial source of energy; flow of energy in the universe and the cycle of matter in the human ecosystem; direct solar energy utilization; solar thermal applications - water heating systems, space heating and cooling of buildings, solar cooking, solar ponds, solar green houses, solar thermal electric systems; solar photovoltaic power generation; solar production of hydrogen.

Module II
Energy from oceans-Wave energy generation - potential and kinetic energy from waves; wave energy conversion devices; advantages and disadvantages of wave energy- Tidal energy - basic principles; tidal power generation systems; estimation of energy and power; advantages and limitations of tidal power generation- Ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC); methods of ocean thermal electric power generation Wind energy - basic principles of wind energy conversion; design of windmills; wind data and energy estimation; site selection considerations.

Module III
Classification of small hydro power (SHP) stations; description of basic civil works design considerations; turbines and generators for SHP; advantages and limitations. Biomass and bio-fuels; energy plantation; biogas generation; types of biogas plants; applications of biogas; energy from wastes Geothermal energy- Origin and nature of geothermal energy; classification of geothermal resources; schematic of geothermal power plants; operational and environmental problems
New energy sources (only brief treatment expected)-Fuel cell: hydrogen energy; alcohol energy; nuclear fusion: cold fusion; power from satellite stations
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Structure of the question paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper contains three questions from each module out of which two questions are to be answered by the student.
Structure of the course

Lecture: 3 hrs/week
Internal Assessment: 40 Marks
End semester Examination: 60 Marks
Credits: 3

Course Objective

To introduce SCADA systems, its components, architecture, communication and applications.

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to use SCADA systems in different engineering applications such as utility, communication, automation, control, monitoring etc.

Module I

Introduction to SCADA Data acquisition systems - Evolution of SCADA, Communication technologies-, Monitoring and supervisory functions- SCADA applications in Utility Automation, Industries- SCADA System Components: Schemes- Remote Terminal Unit (RTU), Intelligent Electronic Devices (IED), Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), Communication Network, SCADA Server, SCADA/HMI Systems

Module II

SCADA Architecture: Various SCADA architectures, advantages and disadvantages of each system - single unified standard architecture - IEC 61850-SCADA Communication: Various industrial communication technologies - wired and wireless methods and fibre optics- Open standard communication protocols

Module 3
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Structure of the question paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper contains three questions from each module out of which two questions are to be answered by the student.
Structure of the course

Lecture : 3 hrs/week
Internal Assessment : 40 Marks
End semester Examination : 60 Marks

Credits: 3

Course Objective
To present a comprehensive overview of Electric and Hybrid Electric Vehicle.

Learning Outcomes
Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:

1. Choose a suitable drive scheme for developing an electric or hybrid vehicle depending on resources.
2. Design and develop basic schemes of electric vehicles and hybrid electric vehicles.
3. Choose proper energy storage systems for vehicle applications.
4. Identify various communication protocols and technologies used in vehicle networks.

Module I
Introduction to Hybrid Electric Vehicles: History of hybrid and electric vehicles, social and environmental importance of hybrid and electric vehicles, impact of modern drive-trains on energy supplies.
Conventional Vehicles: Basics of vehicle performance, vehicle power source characterization, transmission characteristics, mathematical models to describe vehicle performance.
Hybrid Electric Drive-trains: Basic concept of hybrid traction, introduction to various hybrid drive-train topologies, power flow control in hybrid drive-train topologies, fuel efficiency analysis.
Electric Drive-trains: Basic concept of electric traction, introduction to various electric drive-train topologies, power flow control in electric drive-train topologies, fuel efficiency analysis.

Module II
Electric Propulsion unit: Introduction to electric components used in hybrid and electric vehicles, Configuration and control of DC Motor drives, Configuration and control of Induction Motor drives, configuration and control of Permanent Magnet Motor drives, Configuration and control of Switch Reluctance Motor drives, drive system efficiency.
Sizing the drive system: Matching the electric machine and the internal combustion engine (ICE), Sizing the propulsion motor, sizing the power electronics, selecting the energy storage technology,
Module III
Communications, supporting subsystems: In vehicle networks- CAN, Energy Management Strategies: Introduction to energy management strategies used in hybrid and electric vehicles, classification of different energy management strategies, comparison of different energy management strategies, implementation issues of energy management strategies.
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Structure of the question paper
For the end semester examination, the question paper contains three questions from each module out of which two questions are to be answered by the student.
Structure of the Course

Lecture : 3 hrs/week  
Internal Continuous Assessment : 40 Marks  
End Semester Examination : 60 Marks  
Credits: 3

Course Objectives

1. To learn about specialized IC’s and its applications
2. To understand PLL design and its applications
3. To study basics of PLCs

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:

1. Understand analog and digital system design concepts
2. Learn the specifications and applications of PWM control ICs.
3. Learn about self-biased techniques used in power supplies
4. Obtain information about different special purpose ICs and their applications

Module I

Phase – Locked Loops (PLL) & Applications: PLL Design using ICs, 555 Timer & its applications, Analog to Digital converter using ICs, Digital to Analog converters using ICs, implementation of different gating circuits.

Module II

Switching Regulator Control Circuits: Introduction, Isolation Techniques of switching regulator systems, PWM Systems, Some commercially available PWM control ICs and their applications: TL 494 PWM Control IC, UC 1840 Programmable off line PWM controller, UC 1524 PWM control IC, UC 1846 current mode control IC, UC 1852 Resonant mode power supply controller.  

Module III

Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC): Basic configuration of a PLC, Programming and PLC, Program Modification, Power Converter control using PLCs.
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Structure of the Question Paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper consists of three questions from each module, out of which two are to be answered by the students
Structure of the Course
Lecture : 3 hrs/week               Credits: 3
Internal Continuous Assessment : 40 Marks
End Semester Examination        : 60 Marks

Course Objective
Understanding, analysis and application of electrical energy management measurement and accounting
techniques, consumption patterns, conservation methods.

Learning Outcomes
Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:
1. To understand the concept of analysis and application of electrical energy management
   measurement techniques.
2. To understand the various energy conservation methods in industries.

Module I
Energy Auditing and Economics: System approach and End use approach to efficient use of
Electricity; Electricity tariff types; Energy auditing-Types and objectives-audit instruments –ECO
assessment and Economic methods-cash flow model, time value of money, evaluation of proposals,
pay-back method, average rate of return method, internal rate of return method, present value method,
profitability index, life cycle costing approach, investment decision and uncertainty, consideration of
income taxes, depreciation and inflation in investment analysis- specific energy analysis-Minimum
energy paths- consumption models- Case study.

Module II
Reactive Power Management and Lighting: Reactive Power management –Capacitor Sizing-Degree
of Compensation-Capacitor losses-Location-Placement-Maintenance-Case study. Economics of power
factor improvement. Peak Demand controls- Methodologies –Types of Industrial Loads-Optimal Load
scheduling-Case study. Lightning-Energy efficient light sources-Energy Conservation in Lighting

Module III
Cogeneration and conservation in industries: Cogeneration-Types and Schemes-Optimal operation
of cogeneration plants- Case study. Electric loads of Air conditioning and Refrigeration –Energy
conservation measures-Cool storage- Types- Optimal operation-Case study .Electric water heating-
Geysers-Solar Water Heaters-Power Consumption in Compressors, Energy conservation measures-
Electrolytic Process-Computer Control-Software –EMS.
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Structure of the Question Paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper consists of three questions from each module, out of which two are to be answered by the students
Prerequisites: Basic Course in Power System Engineering

Structure of the Course

Lecture : 3 hrs/week  
Internal Continuous Assessment : 40 Marks  
End Semester Examination : 60 Marks  
Credits: 3

Course Objectives

1. At the end of the course students will be able to perform analysis power network systems.
2. Should be able to analyze faults and load flows
3. Can develop programming skills for coding load flows and its applications like OPF.
4. Ability to understand concepts for solving multi phase systems.

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to use various algorithms for solving a real time power system network.

Module I

Basics of graph theory-incidence matrices-Primitive network- Building algorithm for formation of bus impedance matrix (Z_{BUS})--Modification of Z_{BUS} due to changes in the primitive network with and without mutual coupling. Review of Y_{BUS} formation-Modification of Z_{BUS} and Y_{BUS} for change of reference.


Module II


Review of HVDC systems- DC power flow – Single phase and three phase


Module III
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Structure of the Question Paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper consists of three questions from each module, out of which two are to be answered by the students.
EDD2004 INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION TOOLS 3-0-0-3

Prerequisite: Basic knowledge in electrical engineering, Control Systems.

Structure of the Course
Lecture : 3 hrs/week        Credits: 3
Internal Continuous Assessment : 40 Marks
End Semester Examination : 60 Marks

Course Objectives
1. To introduce students to the use of PLCs in industry and to provide skills with modern PLC programming tools.
2. To acquire basic knowledge about multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems.
3. To acquire extensive basic and advanced knowledge about various aspects of PLC, SCADA, DCS and Real Time Systems.

Learning Outcomes
Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:
1. Understand the operation of a PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) and its use in industry.
2. Hardwire a PLC and apply ladder logic programming to perform simple automation tasks.
3. Understand and apply common industrial analogue and digital input/output modules.
4. Demonstrate an understanding of field bus systems and SCADA at an introductory level.

Module I
Multivariable control- Basic expressions for MIMO systems- Singular values- Stability norms- Calculation of system norms- Robustness- Robust stability. $H_2/H_\infty$ Theory- Solution for design using $H_2/H_\infty$- Case studies. Interaction and decoupling- Relative gain analysis- Effects of interaction- Response to disturbances- Decoupling- Introduction to batch process control.
PLC Basics: PLC system, I/O modules and interfacing, CPU processor, programming equipment, programming formats, construction of PLC ladder diagrams, devices connected to I/O modules. PLC Programming: Input instructions, outputs, operational procedures, programming examples using contacts and coils, Drill press operation.

Module II
Module III
Distributed Control Systems (DCS): Introduction, DCS Architecture, Local Control (LCU) architecture, LCU languages, LCU - Process interfacing issues, communication facilities, configuration of DCS, displays, and redundancy concept - case studies in DCS.
Real time systems- Real time specifications and design techniques- Real time kernels- Inter task communication and synchronization- Real time memory management- Supervisory control- direct digital control- Distributed control- PC based automation.
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Structure of the Question Paper
For the end semester examination, the question paper consists of three questions from each module, out of which two are to be answered by the students.
EID2001 ADVANCED MICROPROCESSORS AND MICROCONTROLLERS

Structure of the course

Lecture : 3hrs/week
Internal Continuous Assessment : 40 Marks
End Semester Examination : 60 Marks

Credits: 3

Course Objective

To provide experience to design digital and analog hardware interface for microcontroller based systems. To provide in depth knowledge of higher bit processors

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to use microprocessors and microcontrollers for different applications.

Module I

Internal architecture of 8086 CPU, instruction set and programming, assembly language programming on IBM PC, ROM bios and DOS utilities. 8086 basic system concepts, signals, instruction queue, MIN mode and MAX mode, bus cycle, memory interface, read and write bus cycles, timing parameters.

Module II

Input/output interface of 8086, I/O data transfer, I/O bus cycle. Interrupt interface of 8086, types of interrupts, interrupt processing. DMA transfer, interfacing and refreshing DRAM, 8086 based multiprocessing system, 8087 math coprocessor. Typical 8086 based system configuration, keyboard interface, CRT controller, floppy disk controller

Module III
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Structure of the Question paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper will consist of three questions from each module out of which two questions are to be answered by the students
Structure of the course

Lecture : 3hrs/week  
Credits: 3
Internal Continuous Assessment : 40 Marks
End Semester Examination : 60 Marks

Course Objective
To equip students with various advanced topics in power electronics

Learning Outcomes
Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to understand working of power converters and design converters for industrial applications

Module I
Introduction to switched mode power converters, Generalized comparison between switched mode and linear DC regulators, operation and steady state performance of Buck, Boost, Buck-Boost and Cuk Converters: Continuous conduction mode, discontinuous conduction mode and boundary between continuous and discontinuous mode of operation, output voltage ripple calculation, effect of parasitic elements.

Module II
DC-DC converter with isolation: Fly back converters- other fly back converter topologies, forward converter, The forward converter switching transistor- Variation of the basic forward converter, Push pull converter-Push pull converter transistor-Limitation of the Push Pull circuit-circuit variation of the push pull converter-the half bridge and full bridge DC-DC converters. High frequency inductor design and transformer design considerations, magnetic core, current transformers.

Module III
Control of switched mode DC power supplies: Voltage feed forward PWM control, current mode control, digital pulse width modulation control, isolation techniques of switching regulator systems: soft start in switching power supply designs, current limit circuits, over voltage protection circuit. A typical monolithic PWM control circuit and their application: TL 494. Power factor control in DC-DC converters. Electromagnetic and radio frequency interference, conducted and radiated noise, EMI suppression, EMI reduction at source, EMI filters, EMI screening, EMI measurements and specifications. Power conditioners and Uninterruptible Power Supplies, Types of UPS-Redundant and Non Redundant UPS.
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Structure of the Question paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper will consist of three questions from each module out of which two questions are to be answered by the students.
Structure of the course

Lecture: 3hrs/week  Credits: 3
Internal Continuous Assessment: 40 Marks
End Semester Examination: 60 Marks

Course Objective
To equip students with various advanced topics in Power System Instrumentation

Learning Outcomes
Upon successful completion of this course, students will be acquainted to advanced instrumentation techniques employed in power plants.

Module I

Module II

Module III
Frontiers of future power system instrumentation including microprocessor based systems. Application of digital computers for data processing and on-line system control.

References
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Structure of the Question paper
For the end semester examination, the question paper will consist of three questions from each module out of which two questions are to be answered by the students
Structure of the course

Lecture : 3hrs/week  
Credits: 3  
Internal Continuous Assessment : 40 Marks  
End Semester Examination : 60 Marks

Course Objective

To understand about the basics of optimal control. To introduce about the current research in optimization for robust control.

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to implement control techniques optimally.

Module I

Describing system and evaluating its performance: problem formulation - state variable representation of the system-performance measure-the carrier landing of a jet aircraft-dynamic programming

Module II


Module III

Linear quadratic Gaussian problem : Kalman identity-selection of the optimal LQ performance index-LQR with loop shaping techniques-linear quadratic Gaussian problem-kalman state estimator -property of the LQG based controller-reduced order LQG control law design- advances in control system design-concept of robust control- H infinity design techniques
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Structure of the Question paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper will consist of three questions from each module out of which two questions are to be answered by the students.
Structure of the course

Lecture: 3hrs/week
Internal Assessment: 40 Marks.
End semester Examination: 60 Marks.

Credits: 3

Course objectives
1. To introduce the concepts of linear and nonlinear multivariable systems.
2. To impart an in-depth knowledge on the different representations of MIMO systems.
3. To provide the difference between linear single and multivariable systems using time and frequency domain techniques and their design.
4. To provide an insight into nonlinear MIMO systems.

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:

1. Use different representations for MIMO systems.
2. Analyse given linear and nonlinear multivariable systems and assess its performance using frequency and time domain techniques.
3. Design linear MIMO systems.

Module 1

Linear Multivariable Control Systems: Canonical representations and stability analysis of linear MIMO systems, General linear square MIMO systems, Transfer matrices of general MIMO systems, MIMO system zeros and poles, Spectral representation of transfer matrices: characteristic transfer functions and canonical basis, Representation of the open-loop and closed MIMO system via the similarity transformation and dyads, Stability analysis of general MIMO systems, Singular value decomposition of transfer matrices, Uniform MIMO systems, Characteristic transfer functions and canonical representations of uniform MIMO systems, Stability analysis of uniform MIMO systems, Normal MIMO systems, Canonical representations of normal MIMO systems, Circulant MIMO systems, Anticirculant MIMO systems, Characteristic transfer functions of complex circulant and anticirculant systems, Multivariable root loci, Root loci of general MIMO systems, Root loci of uniform systems, Root loci of circulant and anticirculant systems.
Module II

Performance and design of linear MIMO systems: Generalized frequency response characteristics and accuracy of linear, MIMO systems under sinusoidal inputs, Frequency characteristics of general MIMO systems, Frequency characteristics and oscillation index of normal MIMO systems, Frequency characteristics and oscillation index of uniform MIMO systems, Dynamical accuracy of MIMO systems under slowly changing deterministic signals, Matrices of error coefficients of general MIMO systems.

Dynamical accuracy of circulant, anticirculant and uniform MIMO systems, Accuracy of MIMO systems with rigid cross-connections, Statistical accuracy of linear MIMO systems, Accuracy of general MIMO systems under stationary stochastic signals, Statistical accuracy of normal MIMO systems, Statistical accuracy of uniform MIMO systems, Formulae for mean square outputs of characteristic systems, Design of linear MIMO systems

Module III

Nonlinear Multivariable Control System: Study of one-frequency self-oscillation in nonlinear harmonically linearized MIMO systems, Mathematical foundations of the harmonic linearization method for one-frequency periodical processes in nonlinear MIMO systems, One-frequency limit cycles in general MIMO systems, Necessary conditions for the existence and investigation of the limit cycle in harmonically linearized MIMO systems, Stability of the limit cycle in MIMO systems, Limit cycles in uniform MIMO systems, Necessary conditions for the existence and investigation of limit cycles in uniform MIMO systems, Analysis of the stability of limit cycles in uniform systems.

Limit cycles in circulant and anticirculant MIMO systems, Necessary conditions for the existence and investigation of limit cycles in circulant and anticirculant systems, Limit cycles in uniform circulant and anticirculant systems.
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Structure of the Question Paper

For the end semester examination, there will be three questions from each module out of which two questions are to be answered by the students.
Structure of the course

Lecture : 2 hrs/week
Internal Assessment : 40 Marks
End semester Examination : 60 Marks

Credits: 2

Course Objective

1. To formulate a viable research question
2. To distinguish probabilistic from deterministic explanations
3. To analyze the benefits and drawbacks of different methodologies
4. To understand how to prepare and execute a feasible research project

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to understand research concepts in terms of identifying the research problem, collecting relevant data pertaining to the problem, to carry out the research and writing research papers/thesis/dissertation.

Module I

Introduction to Research Methodology - Objectives and types of research: Motivation towards research - Research methods vs. Methodology. Type of research: Descriptive vs. Analytical, Applied vs. Fundamental, Quantitative vs. Qualitative, and Conceptual vs. Empirical.
Research Formulation - Defining and formulating the research problem -Selecting the problem - Necessity of defining the problem - Importance of literature review in defining a problem. Literature review: Primary and secondary sources - reviews, treatise, monographs, patents. Web as a source: searching the web. Critical literature review - Identifying gap areas from literature review - Development of working hypothesis. (15 Hours)

Module II

Research design and methods: Research design - Basic Principles- Need for research design — Features of a good design. Important concepts relating to research design: Observation and Facts, Laws and Theories, Prediction and explanation, Induction, Deduction. Development of Models and research plans: Exploration, Description, Diagnosis, Experimentation and sample designs. Data Collection and analysis: Execution of the research - Observation and Collection of data - Methods of data collection - Sampling Methods- Data Processing and Analysis strategies - Data Analysis with Statistical Packages - Hypothesis-Testing -Generalization and Interpretation. (15 Hours)

Module III

Reporting and thesis writing - Structure and components of scientific reports -Types of report - Technical reports and thesis - Significance - Different steps in the preparation, Layout, structure and Language of typical reports, Illustrations and tables, Bibliography, referencing and footnotes. Presentation; Oral presentation - Planning - Preparation -Practice - Making presentation - Use of audio-visual aids - Importance of effective communication.
Application of results of research outcome: Environmental impacts –Professional ethics - Ethical issues -ethical committees. Commercialization of the work - Copy right - royalty - Intellectual property rights and patent law - Trade Related aspects of Intellectual Property Rights - Reproduction of published material - Plagiarism - Citation and acknowledgement - Reproducibility and accountability.
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Structure of the course
Practical: 2 hrs/week  
Credits: 1
Internal Assessment: 100 Marks
End semester Examination: Nil

Course Objectives
To provide hands on experience on the equipment for converters, inverters, choppers and closed loop control for electrical drives. Conduct experiments in hardware to study the principles of modern control techniques for DC and AC drives. Computer simulation of power electronics and motor Drives.

Learning Outcomes
1. To perform design calculations for drive and power supply applications.
2. Analyze operation of power converters and inverters.
3. Get exposure to simulation tools using MATLAB/SIMULINK, PSPICE and ANSYS MAXWELL software

List of Experiments
1. Chopper Fed DC Drive
2. DSP controlled AC drive
3. Performance study of Stator Voltage Controlled Induction Motor Drive
7. Harmonic Analysis of Converter Fed Drive
8. IGBT Based Three Phase PWM Inverter
9. IGBT Based Three Phase SVPWM Inverter
10. Simulation of Power Electronic Systems using PSpice
11. Modeling and Simulation of Electric Drives using MATLAB
12. Simulation of closed loop control of converter fed DC motor drive.
8. Simulation of closed loop control of chopper fed DC motor drive.
10. Simulation of three phase synchronous motor and drive.
11. Field Computation using MAXWELL software package
EDC2102 SEMINAR

Structure of the Course

Duration : 2 hrs/week  Credits : 2
Continuous Assessment : 100 Marks

The student is expected to present a seminar in one of the current topics in the stream of specialisation. The student will undertake a detailed study based on current published papers, journals, books on the chosen subject, present the seminar and submit seminar report at the end of the semester.

Distribution of marks

Seminar Report Evaluation - 40 marks
Seminar Presentation - 60 marks
Structure of the Course

Thesis : 2 hrs/week       Credits : 2
Internal Continuous Assessment : 100 Marks

For the Thesis-Preliminary part I the student is expected to start the preliminary background studies towards the Thesis by conducting a literature survey in the relevant field. He/she should broadly identify the area of the Thesis work, familiarize with the design and analysis tools required for the Thesis work and plan the experimental platform, if any, required for Thesis work. The student will submit a detailed report of these activities at the end of the semester.

Distribution of marks

Internal assessment of work by the Guide : 50 marks
Internal evaluation by the Committee : 50 Marks
Prerequisite: Basic course in Power Systems, Power Quality

Structure of the Course

Lecture: 3 hrs/week  
Credits: 3

Internal Continuous Assessment: 40 Marks
End Semester Examination: 60 Marks

Course Objectives

1. To study the reactive power management in power systems.
2. To analyze the effect of harmonics on electrical equipments.

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to understand the importance of reactive power and the methods to control reactive power.

Module I

Theory of Load Compensation: Introduction- Requirement for compensation objectives in load compensation, the ideal compensator specifications of a load compensator, Power factor correction and voltage regulations in single phase system, phase balancing and p. f. correction of unsymmetrical loads, compensation in term of symmetrical components, expression for the compensating susceptances in terms of phase line currents.

Module II

Reactive Power Control: fundamental requirement in AC Power transmission, Fundamental transmission line equation, surge impedance and natural loading, voltage and current profiles of uncompensated radial and symmetrical line on open circuit, uncompensated line under load, effect of line length, load power and p.f on voltage and reactive power, passive and active compensators, uniformly distributed fixed compensation, passive shunt compensation, control of open circuit voltage by shunt reactance, required reactance of shunt reactors, multiple shunt reactors along the line, voltage control by means of switch shunt compensation, midpoint shunt reactor or capacitor, expression for midpoint voltage, series compensation, objectives and practical limitation, symmetrical line with midpoint series capacitor and shunt reactor, power transfer characteristics and maximum transmissible power for a general case, fundamental concepts of compensation by sectioning.

Module III

Dynamic performance of transmission systems with reactive power compensation: The dynamics of electrical Power Systems, need for adjustable reactive compensation, four characteristics time period.


Harmonics: Sources, effects of harmonics on electrical equipment. Reactive power management, utility objectives and utility practices, transmission Reactive Power Co-Ordination benefits.
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Structure of the Question paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper will consist of three questions from each module out of which two questions are to be answered by the students.
EDE 3002 INSTRUMENTATION FOR POWER ELECTRONICS AND POWER SYSTEMS

Structure of the Course

Lecture: 3 hrs/week Credits: 3
Internal Continuous Assessment: 40 Marks
End Semester Examination: 60 Marks

Course Objectives

1. To impart knowledge about the principle, construction and characteristics of transducers and telemetry systems.
2. To provide the knowledge about data acquisition system

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:

1. Cognize different schemes for converting physical quantities into electrical equivalents
2. Understand of typical sensor configurations employed in power electronic circuits
3. In-depth knowledge of sampled data systems specifically in control applications.

Module I


Module II


Module III

Fibre Optic Technology for data transmission, Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Systems (SCADA), Q-meter. Electrical noise in control signals, its remedial measures.
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Structure of the Question Paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper consists of three questions from each module, out of which two are to be answered by the students.
Structure of the Course

Lecture: 3 hrs/week                Credits: 3
Internal Continuous Assessment: 40 Marks
End Semester Examination: 60 Marks

Course Objectives

1. To understand the architecture and peripherals of DSP
2. To know the different applications of 8051 microcontroller.

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:

1. Exposure to the internal architecture and peripherals of Digital signal processors
2. Comparison between programmable devices & DSPs
3. Using Microcontrollers in different control applications

Module I


Pin multiplexing (MUX) and general Purpose I/O overview, Multiplexing and general Purpose I/O Control registers, Introduction to Interrupts, Interrupt Hierarchy, Interrupt control registers, Initializing and servicing Interrupts in software.

Module II

ADC overview, Operation of the ADC in the DSP, Overview of the event Manager, Event Manager Interrupts, General purpose (GP) timers, compare units Capture units and Quadrature enclosed Pulse(QEP) circuitry, General Event Manager Information

Introduction to Field Programmable gate Arrays-CPLD Vs FPGA-types of FPGA, Xilinx XC3000 series, configurable logic Blocks (CLB), Input/Output block-Programmable interconnect Point(PIP)-Xilinx 4000 series-HDL programming-overview of Spartan 3E and Virtex II pro FPGA boards –case study

Module III

8051 microcontroller-typical applications-DC motor speed control, speed measurement, Temperature control, stepper motor control, PID control
References
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Structure of the Question Paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper consists of three questions from each module, out of which two are to be answered by the students
Structure of the Course

Lecture : 3 hrs/week  
Internal Continuous Assessment : 40 Marks  
End Semester Examination : 60 Marks

Course Objectives

1. To study principles and algorithms for protection of power systems.  
2. To study design of protection schemes  
3. To apply the principles of power system protection in setting protective relays  
4. To analyze the operations of relays for various faults in the system

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:  
1. Understand the digital methods to protect power system  
2. Carry out quantitative analysis of the performance of typical protection systems  
3. Explore new relaying techniques and recent developments in relaying schemes.

Module I

Introduction to computer relaying: Development and historical background, expected relay architecture, A-D converters, Anti –aliasing Filters, substation computer hierarchy.  
Review of relaying practices: functions of a protective system, Protection of transmission lines, Transformers, Reactors and generator Protection, Bus Protection, Performance of current and voltage protection,  
Review of mathematical basis for protective relaying algorithms: Fourier series, Orthogonal expansions, Fourier transforms, Discrete Fourier transforms, Introduction to probability and random processes, Kalman Filtering.

Module II

Transmission line relaying algorithms: Introduction, sources of error, relaying as parameter estimation, Symmetrical component distance relay, Protection of series compensated lines  
Protection of transformers, Machines and buses: Power transformer algorithms, digital protection of generators and motors.

Module III

Hardware organization: Computers for relaying, substation environment, Industry environmental standards, counter measures against EMI, Redundancy and Back up.  
System relaying and control: Measurement of frequency and phase, sampling clock synchronization, Application of phase measurements to static and dynamic state estimation, system monitoring.  
Development in new relaying principles: Travelling waves in single phase and three phase lines travelling waves due to faults, directional wave relay, Travelling wave distance relay, Differential Relaying with phasors, travelling wave differential relays, adaptive relaying fault location algorithms, recent developments in relaying.
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Structure of the Question paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper will consist of three questions from each module out of which two questions are to be answered by the students.
Pre-requisite: Basic principles of Electrical Machines, Microprocessor systems, Control systems

Structure of the Course

Lecture : 3 hrs/week Credits: 3
Internal Continuous Assessment : 40 Marks
End Semester Examination : 60 Marks

Course Objective
1. The objective of this course is to emphasize on the importance of DC machines in Industrial appliances.
2. Learn the basic operation of stepper motors and switched-reluctance motor drives
3. Provide deeper understanding of the closed loop control of electric drives

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:
1. Analyze electrical machines both static and dynamic equivalent circuits.
2. Compare the machine performance for different industrial applications.

Module I
Stepper Motors - Constructional features, principle of operation, modes of excitation, single phase stepping motors, torque production in variable Reluctance (VR) stepping motor, Dynamic characteristics, Drive systems and circuit for open loop control, Closed loop control of stepping motor, microprocessor based controller.

Module II

Module II
Permanent Magnet Brushless DC Motors - Commutation in DC motors, Difference between mechanical and electronic commutators, Hall sensors, Optical sensors, Multiphase Brushless motor, Square wave permanent magnet brushless motor drives, Torque and EMF equation, Torque-speed characteristics, Controllers-Microprocessor based controller. Sensor less control.
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Structure of the Question paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper will consist of three questions from each module out of which two questions are to be answered by the students.
Pre-requisite: Review of Buck, Boost, Buck-Boost topologies, Push-pull and Forward converters, Half and Full Bridge Converters, Fly back Converters

Structure of the Course

Lecture: 3 hrs/week  
Internal Continuous Assessment: 40 Marks  
End Semester Examination: 60 Marks  
Credits: 3

Course Objective

1. To acquaint the students with working, analysis of different types of converters.  
2. To understand the modelling of SMPS  
3. To understand resonant converters and its type.

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:

1. Knowledge of different control modes of SMPS  
2. Practical modelling guidelines for non-ideal converter design  
3. Through understanding of resonant converter characteristics

Module I

Voltage Mode Control of SMPS - Loop gain and Stability Considerations - Shaping the Error Amplifier gain versus frequency characteristics - Error amplifier Transfer function – Tran conductance Error amplifiers.  
Current Mode Control of SMPS – Current Mode Control Advantages- Current Mode versus Voltage Mode Control of SMPS – Current Mode Deficiencies - Slope Compensation.

Module II

Modelling of SMPS - Basic AC modelling Approach -- Modelling of non ideal fly back converter - State Space Averaging – basic state space averaged model – State space averaging of non ideal buck boost converter - Circuit averaging and averaged switch modelling – Modelling of pulse width modulator

Module III

Introduction to Resonant Converters – Classification of Resonant Converters – Basic Resonant circuit concepts – load resonant converters – resonant switch converters – Zero voltage switching, clamped voltage topologies – resonant DC Link inverters with zero voltage switching – High frequency link integral half cycle converter
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Structure of the Question paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper will consist of three questions from each module out of which two questions are to be answered by the students.
Structure of the Course

Lecture : 3 hrs/week       Credits: 3
Internal Continuous Assessment : 40 Marks
End Semester Examination : 60 Marks

Course Objectives

1. To understand operation, control and application of different FACTS devices and custom power devices.
2. To understand the power quality issues related to distribution system Learn about voltage stability and reactive power control in power systems.

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:

1. Perform fundamental computation and modelling of power system control and stability.
2. Analyze dynamic behaviour of power control systems subject to various disturbances from the aggregated behaviour of the many dynamic devices.

Module I

FACTS and preliminaries: FACTS concept and general system considerations - power flow in AC system - definitions on FACTS - basic types of FACTS controllers.
Converters for Static Compensation - Three phase converters and standard modulation strategies (Programmed Harmonic Elimination and SPWM) - GTO Inverters - Multi-Pulse Converters and Interface Magnetics
Transformer Connections for 12, 24 and 48 pulse operation - Multi-Level Inverters of Diode Clamped Type and Flying Capacitor Type and suitable modulation strategies (includes SVM) - Multi-level inverters of Cascade Type and their modulation - Current Control of Inverters.

Module II

Static Shunt and Series Compensators: Static Shunt Compensators - SVC and STATCOM - Compensator Control - Comparison between SVC and STATCOM - STATCOM for transient and dynamic stability enhancement.
Static Series Compensation -TCSC and SSSC - operation and control - external system control for series compensators - SSR and its damping - static voltage and phase angle regulators - TCVR and TCPAR - operation and control.

Module III

UPFC and IPFC: The Unified Power Flow Controller - operation, comparison with other FACTS devices - control of P and Q - dynamic performance - Special Purpose FACTS Controllers - Interline Power Flow Controller - operation and control.
Unified Power Quality Conditioner – Application of D-STATCOM, DVR and UPQC for improving power quality in distribution systems.
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Structure of the Question paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper will consist of three questions from each module out of which two questions are to be answered by the students.
Pre-requisites: Basic knowledge in microprocessors and assembly language programming

Structure of the Course

Lecture : 3 hrs/week    Credits: 3
Internal Continuous Assessment : 40 Marks
End Semester Examination : 60 Marks

Course Objectives

1. The ability to identify the configuration of hardware and software for an embedded system.
2. Should be able to use Embedded C for real time applications
3. Ability to apply RTOS concepts for solving multi task applications
4. Should understand the construction of FPGA

Learning Outcomes

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:

1. Understand various communication architectures and protocols in an embedded system
2. Understand capabilities of Embedded C and execute basic programs using it
3. Understand, Analyze RTOS features and apply them for real time applications
4. Understand the configuration and programming of Field programmable gate array

Module I


Module II

RTOS Task scheduling models - Handling of task scheduling and latency and deadlines as performance metrics – Co-operative Round Robin Scheduling – Cyclic Scheduling with Time Slicing (Rate Monotonic Co-operative Scheduling) – Preemptive Scheduling Model strategy by a Scheduler – Critical Section Service by a Preemptive Scheduler – Fixed (Static) Real time scheduling of tasks – inter process communication and synchronization– Shared data problem – Use of Semaphore(s) – Priority Inversion Problem and Deadlock Situations – Inter Process Communications using Signals – Semaphore Flag or Mutex as Resource key – Message Queues – Mailboxes – Pipes

Module III

Overview of FPGA architectures and technologies: FPGA Architectural options, granularity of function and wiring resources, coarse vs. fine grained, vendor specific issues (emphasis on Xilinx and Altera), Logic block architecture: FPGA logic cells, timing models, power dissipation I/O block architecture: Input and Output cell characteristics, clock input, Timing, Power dissipation. Programmable interconnect - Partitioning and Placement, Routing resources, delays
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Structure of the Question paper

For the end semester examination, the question paper will consist of three questions from each module out of which two questions are to be answered by the students.
EDC3101  THESIS PRELIMINARY: PART II

Structure of the Course

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thesis</td>
<td>14 hrs/week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credits</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Continuous Assessment</td>
<td>200 Marks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Thesis Preliminary Part - II is an extension of Thesis Preliminary Part - I. Thesis Preliminary Part II comprises preliminary thesis work, two seminars and submission of Thesis - Preliminary report. The first seminar would highlight the topic, objectives and methodology and the second seminar will be a presentation of the work they have completed till the third semester and the scope of the work which is to be accomplished in the fourth semester, mentioning the expected results.

Distribution of marks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution of marks</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal assessment of work by the Guide</td>
<td>100 Marks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal evaluation by the Committee</td>
<td>100 marks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EDC4101

Structure of the Course

Thesis : 21 hrs/week Credits: 12
Internal Continuous Assessment : 300 Marks
End Semester Examination : 300 Marks

The student has to continue the thesis work done in second and third semesters. There would be an interim presentation at the first half of the semester to evaluate the progress of the work and at the end of the semester there would be a pre-Submission seminar before the Evaluation committee for assessing the quality and quantum of work. This would be the qualifying exercise for the students for getting approval from the Department Committee for the submission of Thesis. At least once technical paper is to be prepared for possible publication in Journals/Conferences. The final evaluation of the Thesis would be conducted by the board of examiners constituted by the University including the guide and the external examiner.

Distribution of marks

Internal evaluation of the Thesis work by the Guide : 150 Marks
Internal evaluation of the Thesis by the Evaluation Committee : 150 Marks
Final evaluation of the Thesis Work by the Internal and External Examiners:
[Evaluation of Thesis: 200 marks *+ Viva Voce: 100 marks (*5% of the marks is earmarked for publication in Journal/Conference)] TOTAL – 300 Marks